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Abstract

This document discusses the use of the Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) to perform a variety of attacks against the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and other similar protocols. It proposes several counter-measures to eliminate or minimize the impact of these attacks.
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1. Introduction

Recently, awareness has been raised about several threats against the TCP [1] protocol, which include blind connection-reset attacks [12]. These attacks are based on sending forged TCP segments to any of the TCP endpoints, requiring the attacker to be able to guess the four-tuple that identifies the connection to be attacked.

While these attacks were known by the research community, they were considered to be unfeasible. However, increases in bandwidth availability, and the use of larger TCP windows [13] have made these attacks feasible. Several general solutions have been proposed to either eliminate or minimize the impact of these attacks [14][15][16]. For protecting BGP sessions, specifically, a counter-measure had already been documented in [17], which defines a new TCP option that allows a sending TCP to include a MD5 [18] signature in each transmitted segment.

All these counter-measures address attacks that require an attacker to send spoofed TCP segments to the attacked host. However, there is still a possibility for performing a number of attacks against the TCP protocol, by means of ICMP [2]. These attacks include, among others, blind connection-reset attacks.

This document aims to raise awareness of the use of ICMP to perform a number of attacks against TCP, and proposes several counter-measures that can eliminate or minimize the impact of these attacks.

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 [3].

2. Background

2.1 The Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP)

The Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) is used in the Internet Architecture to perform the fault-isolation function, that is, the group of actions that hosts and routers take to determine that there is some network failure [19].

When an intermediate router detects a network problem while trying to forward an IP packet, it will usually send an ICMP error message to the source host, to raise awareness of the network problem. In the same way, there are a number of cases in which an end-system may generate an ICMP error message when it finds a problem while processing a datagram. These error messages are notified to the corresponding transport-protocol instance.
When the transport protocol is notified of the error condition, it will perform a fault recovery function. That is, it will try to survive the network failure.

In the case of TCP, the typical fault recovery policy is as follows:

- If the network problem being reported is a hard error, abort the corresponding connection.
- If the network problem being reported is a soft error, just record this information, and repeatedly retransmit the segment until either it gets acknowledged, or the connection times out.

Some stacks honor hard errors only for connections in any of the synchronized states (ESTABLISHED, FIN-WAIT-1, FIN-WAIT-2, CLOSE-WAIT, CLOSING, LAST-ACK or TIME-WAIT).

2.1.1 ICMP for IP version 4 (ICMP)

[2] specifies the Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) to be used with the Internet Protocol version 4 (IPv4). It defines, among other things, a number of error messages that can be used by end-systems and intermediate systems to report network errors to the sending host.

The Host Requirements RFC [4] states that ICMP error messages of type 3 (Destination Unreachable) codes 2 (protocol unreachable), 3 (port unreachable), and 4 (fragmentation needed and DF bit set) should be considered hard errors. Thus, any of these ICMP messages could elicit a connection abort.

The ICMP specification also defines the ICMP Source Quench message (type 4, code 0), which is meant to provide a mechanism for flow control and congestion control. The Requirements for IP Version 4 Routers RFC [5], however, states that experience has shown this ICMP message is ineffective for handling these issues.

[6] defines a mechanism called "Path MTU Discovery" (PMTUD), which makes use of ICMP error messages of type 3 (Destination Unreachable), code 4 (fragmentation needed and DF bit set) to allow hosts to determine the MTU of an arbitrary internet path. For obvious reasons, those systems implementing the PMTUD do not treat ICMP error messages of type 3 code 4 as hard errors.

Appendix D of [7] provides information about which ICMP error messages are produced by hosts, intermediate routers, or both.
2.1.2 ICMP for IP version 6 (ICMPv6)

[8] specifies the Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMPv6) to be used with the Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6) [9].

Even though ICMPv6 didn't exist when [4] was written, one could extrapolate the concept of "hard errors" to ICMPv6 Type 1 (Destination Unreachable) codes 1 (communication with destination administratively prohibited) and 4 (port unreachable). Thus, any of these messages could elicit a connection abort.

ICMPv6 defines the "Packet Too Big" (type 2, code 0) error message, that is analogous to the ICMP "fragmentation needed and DF bit set" (type 3, code 4) error message. For IPv6, intermediate systems do not fragment IP packets. Thus, there's an implicit "don't fragment" bit set in every IPv6 datagram sent on a network. Therefore, hosts do not treat ICMPv6 "Packet Too Big" messages as a hard errors, but use them to discover the MTU of the corresponding internet path, as part of the Path MTU Discovery mechanism for IP Version 6 [10].

Appendix D of [7] provides information about which ICMPv6 error messages are produced by hosts, intermediate routers, or both.

2.2 Handling of ICMP errors

The Host Requirements RFC [4] states that a TCP instance should be notified of ICMP error messages received for its corresponding connection.

In order to allow ICMP messages to be demultiplexed by the receiving host, part of the original packet that elicited the message is included in the payload of the ICMP error message. Thus, the receiving host can use that information to match the ICMP error to the instance of the transport protocol that elicited it.

Neither the Host Requirements RFC nor the original TCP specification [1] recommend any security checks on the received ICMP messages. Thus, as long as the ICMP payload contains the correct four-tuple that identifies the communication instance, it will be processed by the corresponding transport-protocol instance, and the corresponding action will be performed.

Therefore, an attacker could send a spoofed ICMP message to the attacked host, and, as long as he is able to guess the four-tuple that identifies the communication instance to be attacked, he can use ICMP to perform a variety of attacks.

As discussed in [12], there are a number of scenarios in which an
attacker may be able to know or guess this four-tuple. Furthermore, it must be noted that most Internet services use the so-called "well-known" ports, so that only the client port would need to be guessed. In the event that an attacker had no knowledge about the range of port numbers used by clients, this would mean that an attacker would need to send, at most, 65536 packets to perform any of the attacks described in this document.

It is clear that security checks should be performed on the received ICMP error messages, to mitigate the impact of the attacks described in this document.

3. ICMP attacks against TCP

ICMP messages can be used to perform a variety of attacks. These attacks have been discussed by the research community to a large extent.

Some TCP/IP implementations have added security checks on the received ICMP error messages to minimize the impact of these attacks. However, as there has not been any official proposal about what would be the best way to deal with these attacks, these security checks have not been widely implemented.

Section 4 of this document discusses the constraints in the general counter-measures that can be implemented against the attacks described in this document. Section 5 proposes several general counter-measures that apply to all the ICMP attacks described in this document. Finally, Section 6 and Section 7 discuss a variety of ICMP attacks that can be performed against TCP, and propose attack-specific counter-measures that eliminate or mitigate them. These attack-specific counter-measures are meant to be additional counter-measures to the ones proposed in Section 5. In particular, all TCP implementations SHOULD perform the TCP sequence number checking described in Section 5.1.

4. Constraints in the possible solutions

For ICMPv4, [2] states that the internet header plus the first 64 bits of the packet that elicited the ICMP message are to be included in the payload of the ICMP error message. Thus, it is assumed that all data needed to identify a transport protocol instance and process the ICMP error message is contained in the first 64 bits of the transport protocol header. [4] states that "the Internet header and at least the first 8 data octets of the datagram that triggered the error" are to be included in the payload of ICMP error messages, and that "more than 8 octets MAY be sent", thus requiring implementations to include more data from the original packet than that required by
the original ICMP specification. The "Requirements for IP Version 4 Routers RFC" [5] states that ICMP error messages "SHOULD contain as much of the original datagram as possible without the length of the ICMP datagram exceeding 576 bytes".

Thus, for ICMP messages generated by hosts, we can only expect to get the entire IP header of the original packet, plus the first 64 bits of its payload. For TCP, that means that the only fields that will be included are: the source port number, the destination port number, and the 32-bit TCP sequence number. This clearly imposes a constraint on the possible checks we can perform, as there is not much information available on which to perform these security checks. While there exists a proposal to recommend hosts to include more data from the original datagram in the payload of ICMP error messages [20], and some TCP/IP implementations already do this, we cannot yet propose any work-around based on checks performed on any data past the first 64 bits of the payload of the original IP datagram that elicited the ICMP error message. Thus, the only check that can be performed on the ICMP error message is that of the TCP sequence number contained in the payload.

As discussed above, for those ICMP error messages generated by routers, we can expect to receive much more octets from the original packet than just the entire IP header and the first 64 bits of the transport protocol header. Therefore, not only can hosts check the TCP sequence number contained in the payload of the ICMP error message, but they could perform further checks such as checking the TCP acknowledgement number, as discussed in Section 5.2.

For ICMPv6, the payload of ICMPv6 error messages includes as many octets of the IPv6 packet that elicited the ICMPv6 error message as will fit without making the resulting ICMPv6 packet exceed the minimum IPv6 MTU (1280 octets) [8]. Thus, further checks (as those described above) can be performed on the received ICMP error messages.

5. General counter-measures against ICMP attacks

There are a number of counter-measures that can be implemented to eliminate or mitigate the attacks discussed in this document. Rather than being alternative counter-measures, they can be implemented together to increase the protection against these attacks.

5.1 TCP sequence number checking

TCP SHOULD check that the TCP sequence number contained in the payload of the ICMP error message is within the range SND.UNA <= SEG.SEQ < SND.NXT. This means that the sequence number should be
within the range of the data already sent but not yet acknowledged. If an ICMP error message doesn't pass this check, it SHOULD be discarded.

Even if an attacker were able to guess the four-tuple that identifies the TCP connection, this additional check would reduce the possibility of considering a spoofed ICMP packet as valid to Flight_Size/2**32 (where Flight_Size is the number of data bytes already sent to the remote peer, but not yet acknowledged [21]). For connections in the SYN-SENT or SYN RECEIVED states, this would reduce the possibility of considering a spoofed ICMP packet as valid to 1/2**32. For a TCP endpoint with no data "in flight", this would completely eliminate the possibility of success of these attacks.

5.2 TCP Acknowledgement number checking

As discussed in Section 4, for those ICMP error messages that are generated by intermediate routers, additional checks can be performed. TCP SHOULD check that the TCP Acknowledgement number contained in the payload of the ICMP error message is within the range SEG.ACK <= RCV.NXT. This means that the TCP Acknowledgement number should correspond to data that have already been acknowledged.

This would reduce the possibility of considering a spoofed ICMP packet as valid by a factor of two.

5.3 Port randomization

As discussed in the previous sections, in order to perform any of the attacks described in this document, an attacker needs to guess (or know) the four-tuple that identifies the connection to be attacked. Randomizing the ephemeral ports used by the clients would make it harder for an attacker to perform any of the attacks discussed in this document.

[22] discusses a number of algorithms to randomize the ephemeral ports used by clients.

Also, a proposal exists to enable TCP to reassign a well-known port number to a random value [23].

5.4 Authentication

Hosts could require ICMP error messages to be authenticated [7], in order to act upon them. However, while this requirement could make sense for those ICMP error messages sent by hosts, it would not be feasible for those ICMP error messages generated by intermediate routers.
5. Filtering ICMP errors based on the ICMP payload

As discussed in Section 4, the source address of ICMP error messages does not need to be spoofed to perform the attacks described in this draft. Thus, simple filtering based on the source address of ICMP error messages does not serve as a counter-measure against these attacks. However, a more advanced packet filtering could be used as a counter-measure. Systems performing such advanced filtering would look at the payload of the ICMP error messages, and would perform ingress and egress packet filtering based on the source IP address of the IP header contained in the payload of the ICMP error message. As the source IP address contained in the payload of the ICMP error message does need to be spoofed to perform the attacks described in this document, this kind of advanced filtering would serve as a counter-measure against these attacks.

6. Blind connection-reset attacks

6.1 Description

The Host Requirements RFC [4] states that a host SHOULD abort the corresponding connection when receiving an ICMP error message that indicates a hard error.

Thus, an attacker could use ICMP to perform a blind connection-reset attack. That is, even being off-path, an attacker could reset any TCP connection taking place. In order to perform such an attack, an attacker would send any ICMP error message that indicates a “hard error”, to either of the two TCP endpoints of the connection. Because of TCP's fault recovery policy, the connection would be immediately aborted.

As discussed in Section 2.2, all an attacker needs to know to perform such an attack is the socket pair that identifies the TCP connection to be attacked. In some scenarios, the IP addresses and port numbers in use may be easily guessed or known to the attacker [12].

Some stacks are known to extrapolate ICMP errors across TCP connections, increasing the impact of this attack, as a single ICMP packet could bring down all the TCP connections between the corresponding peers.

There are some points to be considered about this type of attack:

- The source address of the ICMP error message need not be forged. Thus, simple filtering based on the source address of ICMP packets
would not serve as a counter-measure against this type of attack.

o Even if TCP itself were protected against the blind connection-reset attack described in [12] and [14], the type of attack described in this document could still succeed.

6.2 Attack-specific counter-measures

6.2.1 Changing the reaction to hard errors

As discussed in Section 6.1, hosts MUST NOT extrapolate ICMP errors across TCP connections.

An analysis of the circumstances in which ICMP messages that indicate hard errors may be received can shed some light to minimize (or even eliminate) the impact of blind connection-reset attacks.

ICMP type 3 (Destination Unreachable), code 2 (protocol unreachable)

For ICMP messages of type 3 (Destination Unreachable) code 2 (protocol unreachable), specifically, the Host Requirements RFC states that even those transport protocols that have their own mechanisms to indicate that a port is unreachable MUST accept these ICMP error messages for the same purpose. That is, they MUST abort the corresponding connection when an ICMP port unreachable message is received.

This ICMP error message indicates that the host sending the ICMP error message received a packet meant for a transport protocol it does not support. For connection-oriented protocols such as TCP, one could expect to receive such an error as the result of a connection establishment attempt. However, it would be strange to get such an error during the life of a connection, as this would indicate that support for that transport protocol has been removed from the host sending the error message during the life of the corresponding connection. Thus, it would be fair to treat ICMP protocol unreachable error messages as soft errors (or completely ignore them) if they are meant for connections that are in synchronized states. For TCP, this means one would treat ICMP port unreachable error messages as soft errors (or completely ignore them) if they are meant for connections that are in the ESTABLISHED, FIN-WAIT-1, FIN-WAIT-2, CLOSE-WAIT, CLOSING, LAST-ACK or TIME-WAIT states.

ICMP type 3 (Destination Unreachable), code 3 (port unreachable)

This error message indicates that the host sending the ICMP error
message received a packet meant for a socket (IP address, port number) on which there is no process listening. Those transport protocols which have their own mechanisms for notifying this condition should not be receiving these error messages. However, the Host Requirements RFC [4] states that even those transport protocols that have their own mechanism for notifying the sender that a port is unreachable MUST nevertheless accept an ICMP Port Unreachable for the same purpose. For security reasons, it would be fair to treat ICMP port unreachable messages as soft errors (or completely ignore them) when they are meant for protocols that have their own mechanism for reporting this condition.

ICMP type 3 (Destination Unreachable), code 4 (fragmentation needed and DF bit set)

This error message indicates that an intermediate node needed to fragment a datagram, but the DF (Don't Fragment) bit in the IP header was set. Those systems that do not implement the PMTUD mechanism should not be sending their IP packets with the DF bit set, and thus should not be receiving these ICMP error messages. Thus, it would be fair for them to completely ignore this ICMP error message. On the other hand, and for obvious reasons, those systems implementing the Path-MTU Discovery (PMTUD) mechanism [6] should not abort the corresponding connection when such an ICMP error message is received.

ICMPv6 type 1 (Destination Unreachable), code 1 (communication with destination administratively prohibited)

This error message indicates that the destination is unreachable because of an administrative policy. For connection-oriented protocols such as TCP, one could expect to receive such an error as the result of a connection-establishment attempt. Receiving such an error for a connection in any of the synchronized states would mean that the administrative policy changed during the life of the connection. Therefore, while it would be possible for a firewall to be reconfigured during the life of a connection, it would be fair, for security reasons, to ignore these messages for connections that are in the ESTABLISHED, FIN-WAIT-1, FIN-WAIT-2, CLOSE-WAIT, CLOSING, LAST-ACK or TIME-WAIT states.

ICMPv6 type 1 (Destination Unreachable), code 4 (port unreachable)

This error message is analogous to the ICMP type 3 (Destination unreachable), code 3 (Port unreachable) error message discussed above. Therefore, the same considerations apply.
6.2.2 Delaying the connection-reset

An alternative counter-measure could be to delay the connection reset. Rather than immediately aborting a connection, a TCP could abort a connection only after an ICMP error message indicating a hard error has been received a specified number of times, and the corresponding data have already been retransmitted more than some specified number of times.

For example, hosts could abort connections only after a fourth ICMP error message indicating a hard error is received, and the corresponding data have already been retransmitted more than six times.

The rationale behind this proposed fix is that if a host can make forward progress on a connection, it can completely disregard the "hard errors" being indicated by the received ICMP error messages.

While this counter-measure could be useful, we think that the counter-measure discussed in Section 6.2.1 is more simple to implement and provides increased protection against this type of attack.

7. Blind throughput-reduction attacks

7.1 ICMP Source Quench attack

7.1.1 Description

The Host requirements RFC states hosts MUST react to ICMP Source Quench messages by slowing transmission on the connection. Thus, an attacker could send ICMP Source Quench (type 4, code 0) messages to a TCP endpoint to make it reduce the rate at which it sends data to the other party. While this would not reset the connection, it would certainly degrade the performance of the data transfer taking place over it.

7.1.2 Attack-specific counter-measures

The Host Requirements RFC [4] states that hosts MUST react to ICMP Source Quench messages by slowing transmission on the connection. However, as discussed in the Requirements for IP Version 4 Routers
RFC [5], research seems to suggest ICMP Source Quench is an ineffective (and unfair) antidote for congestion. Thus, we recommend hosts to completely ignore ICMP Source Quench messages.

7.2 ICMP attack against the PMTU Discovery mechanism

7.2.1 Description

When one IP host has a large amount of data to send to another host, the data will be transmitted as a series of IP datagrams. It is usually preferable that these datagrams be of the largest size that does not require fragmentation anywhere along the path from the source to the destination. This datagram size is referred to as the Path MTU (PMTU), and is equal to the minimum of the MTUs of each hop in the path [6].

A technique called "Path MTU Discovery mechanism" (PMTUD) lets IP hosts determine the Path MTU of an arbitrary internet path. [6] and [10] specify the PMTUD mechanism for IPv4 and IPv6, respectively.

The PMTUD mechanism for IPv4 uses the Don't Fragment (DF) bit in the IP header to dynamically discover the Path MTU. The basic idea behind the PMTUD mechanism is that a source host assumes that the MTU of the path is the MTU of its first hop, and sends all its datagrams with the DF bit set. If any of the datagrams is too large to be forwarded without fragmentation by some intermediate router, the router will discard the corresponding datagram, and will return an ICMP "Destination Unreachable" (type 3) "fragmentation needed and DF set" (code 4) error message to sending host. This message will report the MTU of the constricting hop, so that the sending host reduces the assumed Path-MTU.

For IPv6, intermediate systems do not fragment packets. Thus, there's an "implicit" DF bit set in every packet sent on a network. If any of the datagrams is too large to be forwarded without fragmentation by some intermediate router, the router will discard the corresponding datagram, and will return an ICMPv6 "Packet Too Big" (type 2, code 0) error message to sending host. This message will report the MTU of the constricting hop, so that the sending host can reduce the assumed Path-MTU accordingly.

As discussed in both [6] and [10], the PMTUD can be used to attack TCP. An attacker could reduce the throughput of a TCP connection by forging ICMP "Destination Unreachable, fragmentation needed and DF set" packets (or their IPv6 counterpart), and making these packets report a low MTU.

For IPv4, this reported Next-Hop MTU could be as low as 68 octets, as
[11] requires every internet module to be able to forward a datagram of 68 octets without further fragmentation. For IPv6, the reported Next-Hop MTU could be as low as 1280 octets (the minimum IPv6 MTU) [9].

Thus, this attack could considerably reduce the throughput that can be achieved with the attacked TCP connection.

7.2.2 Attack-specific counter-measures

An analogous counter-measure to that described in Section 6.2.2 could be implemented to greatly minimize the impact of this attack.

For IPv4, this would mean that upon receipt of an ICMP "fragmentation needed and DF bit set" error message, TCP would just record this information, and would honor it only when it had received a specified number of ICMP "fragmentation needed and DF bit set" messages, and provided the corresponding data had already been retransmitted a specified number of times.

For IPv6, the same mechanism would be implemented ICMPv6 "Packet Too Big" error messages.

Henceforth, we will refer to both ICMP "fragmentation needed and DF bit set" and ICMPv6 "Packet Too Big" messages as "ICMP Packet Too Big" messages.

To implement the proposed fix, two new parameters would be introduced to TCP: MAXPKTTOOBIG, and MAXSEGEXMIT. MAXPKTTOOBIG would specify the number of times an ICMP "Packet Too Big" must be received before it can be honored to change the Path-MTU. MAXSEGEXMIT would specify the number of times a given segment must be retransmitted before an ICMP "Packet Too Big" error message can be honored.

Two variables would be needed to implement the proposed fix: npkttoobig, and nsegrexmit. npkttoobig would be initialized to zero, and would be incremented by one every time a valid ICMP "Packet Too Big" error message is received. It would be reset to zero every time an ICMP "Packet Too Big" error message is honored to change the assumed Path-MTU for given internet path. nsegrexmit would be initialized to zero, and would be incremented by one every time the corresponding segment is retransmitted.

Thus, the Path-MTU for a given internet path would be changed only when a ICMP "Packet Too Big" is received, provided npkttoobig >= MAXPKTTOOBIG and nsegrexmit >= MAXSEGEXMIT.

The rationale behind this proposed fix is that if there is progress
on the connection, ICMP "Packet Too Big" messages must be a false claim.

MAXPKTTOOBIG and MAXSEGREXMIT might be a function of the Next-Hop MTU claimed in the received ICMP "Packet Too Big" message. That is, higher values for MAXPKTTOOBIG and MAXSEGREXMIT could be required when the received ICMP "Packet Too Big" message claims a Next-Hop MTU that is below some specified value.

As discussed in Section 7.2.1, hosts should impose lower limits in the reported Next-Hop MTU values they honor. For example, for IPv4 this lower limit could be safely raised to 296 octets, the MTU for Point-To-Point (low delay) links [6]. This lower limit could be probably raised to a higher value, such as 500 octets.

A mechanism that allows hosts to determine the Path-MTU without the use of ICMP has been described in [24].

8. Future work

The same considerations discussed in this document should be applied to other similar protocols.

9. Security Considerations

This document describes the use of ICMP error messages to perform a number of attacks against the TCP protocol, and proposes a number of counter-measures that either eliminate or reduce the impact of these attacks.
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